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San Diego-Here We Are ~ 
Fred W. Schellin, Pres. E. J. Ghio, Secy. and Treas. 
American Fishennen's Protective Assn. 
ACTIVE AND PROGRESSIVE 
Membership-103 Boats, average •1 Fishermen to Boat 
Transacts all business contingent to our association 
Telephone: :1~ 1804 
867 Harbor St. P.O. Box 87:i Han Diego, Calif. 
JOHN N. VITALICH, Manager Established lUHi 
Chesapeake Fish Co. 
\Yhulesalt' Dealers in all Jdnds of 
CALIFORNIA FRESH AND SALTED FISH 
Specializing-
L 0 B S T E R S 849 Harbor Street 
Live and Cooked SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
Van Camp Organizations 
Producers of Supreme Quality Sea Foods 
LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
Texas Shipments made direct fl·om San Diego 
'Ve are the largest handlers of Fre3h Fish 
in California 
WIRE FOR PHICES 
867 Harbor Street. San Die~ro. Calif. 
I.AWREN·CE OLIVER, 1\lnnnge,· Estnhli5hed 
AMERICAN FISHERIES CO. 
\Vholesnle Deniers in und Shippeu of 
SALTED, DRIED and PICKLED FISII 
SALTED BARRACUDA, YELLOWTAIL nnd JEWFISH 
LOBSTERS IN SEASON-Live and Coolrcd 
WE SI'ECIALIZI~ IN F;s't Fertiliz~r and Fi~h OJ 
Wire for Quotations 
Get 0:.1r Pric:s in Car·lnts U~iorc Cnntrncting Elsewhere 
841 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
F. BUONO, Gen. lVIgr. P. CRIVELLO, Secretary 
San Diego Fishermen's Association. Inc. 
-KEENLY ALERT-
Directing the wants of our Membershir), aggregating 
85 Boats, average 4 FiHhermen to the Boat. 
TELEPHONE Franldin 271,1 
825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
H. DAKIS, Pl'oprietor Establishetl 1H14 
San Diego Fisheries Co. 
Direct \Vholesale Dealer in Fresh Sea-Food 
OUR SPECIALTY-LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
SHIPPED EVERY\VHERE 
Wire U:::> for Quotation--We Respect Standing Orders 
Telephone: 1\fain 96HS 
815 Harbor ~treet Box 77 San Diego, Calif. 
If It Swims We Have it . .. 
The People's Fish Company 
Prodn~ers and DiHtrihutors of 
ALL KINDS OF CALIFOHNIA SEA FOODS 
Si>ecial attention to Hotels and Resturants 
Especially LOBST.EHS-Live and Cool[ed 
Frcs:.. Slllol•etl, Shell nnd J'Hslt \Vnt~r Fish in ScusJil 
TELEPHONES: Main 41GB and 415B 
81Hl Harbor St. P. 0. Box 1205 San Diego, Calif. 
Prompt and Honest Established HHI~ 
Try THE UNION l<'ISH COMPANY 
Direct Wholesale Dealers in Fresh and Salt Fish 
LOBS'IEHS-Live and Cool{ed 
825 Harbor Street San. Diego, Calif. 
STELLAR FISH COMPANY 
I\. 0. SHOIA, l\lnnuger 
Wholesale Fresh Fish nnd Ltlllsiers 
Svcciali:dng tu the .Jnpmws~ Trade-fully utulcrstnntling (Jllnlity of 
Fresh Fish desired espccinlly Tutw, Ycllowtuil, Bnrrncudn, Mullets, 
3unhn~s. Etc. 
·' 825 lfarhur Street San Diego, Cn!if. 
BUYERS OF FRESH 
FISH, TAKE NOTE 
It malres no difference where you 
are located or hard you arc to 
please, you will find the advertisers 
in this publication the cream of the 
California Fresh Fish Industry. 
Without question, we have piclwd 
the supreme dealers, and talte it 
from us, you can not go wrong in 
placing your requirements in their 
h:mds. There is not one among the 
many that \'I'C have any cautions to 
mal~e, ns to their business ability, 
and helieve us, we knnw what we 
are saying. So by all means, men-
tion this puh1icution \Yhen answering 
any advertisements herein. 
When answering Ad\·r,rtiseme.nh nle.nse merrtion CALIFORNIA FISHERIES 
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Comments from Here and There By THE EDITOR 
Editor's Note: It is humanely im-
possible to please everyone, therefore 
it is only natural some of our read-
ers ,vill knock while a great major-
ity will boost. Taking everything into 
consideration we have reasons to be 
proud of our first issue, regardless of 
the many mistakes we no doubt made 
You see the start is always hard, and 
as the weeks roll by the industry will 
turn to THE CALIFORNIA FISHER-
IES,as a friend indeed. 
Okay Exce1)t 
Your article, "That first step" reads 
like a collection agency letter, which 
convinces me you are a business man 
even to the extent of your initial intro-
ductory number. I assume your pub-
lication will be a success financially. 
R.W.W. 
Ed: Unfortunately we are forced to 
use something for money. 
Not Consistent 
\vrites another. In one part of your 
magazine you assail the Fish and Game 
Commission and in another article 
you say they are fine fellows. C.R.G. 
Ed: We have not changed our minds, 
they are fine fellows personally-but 
we are not dealing irr personalities. 
\Vorth \Yhile 
Unquestionably, your journal will 
prove itself worth while after you have 
dellnitely determined what commercial 
fi;:;heries desire. The first number wa~~ 
a first class attempt and I am for you. 
P.G. 
Ed: Thanks old dear. ViTe are proud 
of you. 
Prepaid Telegram 
HH.ush twenty copies of California 
Fisheries, stop, looks like you have 
plenty of nerve stop keep up the good 
work. R.VV. and company. 
Ed: Thanks for the business. W [) 
are short on brains, therefore the 
"neL·ve." 
More From Mr. Smith 
The article "Progress," by W. R. 
Smith, was the best of the entire lot. 
If there were more Smiths contribut-
ing articles to your publication it would 
go over quick Let's have some more 
from Mr. Smith. S.l\I. 
Ed: Mr. Smith ngreed to write thre·~ 
articles. Another will appear later. 
The reason there are not more Smiths 
is the reason for this publication. 
A Canner 'y rites 
uwe admire your nerve and we hop8 
your publication becomes a power. You 
can depend t'pon us for support. A 
Canner. 
Ed: VV c should receive a letter sim-
ilar to the nbove from ~very canner 
of Jish in Califomia. Of course, lt 
takes time. 
Do You Know Cnenin? 
A "\vl'iter for the San Francisco Ex-
aminer, by the name of Cuenin, writing 
under the caption unod and Gun" sup-
posedly to represent the Sportsmen 
sentiment of this state might take ex~ 
ception to your publication. E. W. 
Ed: Oh, yes, we have had the dis-
pleasure of reading his articles from 
time to time. While the gentleman 
may claim to represent such sports-
man sentiment, we doubt his popular-
ity very much if the San Francisco 
Examiner should take the trouble o-f 
checldng his overly exaggerated state-
ments. And if the commercial fisl1 
DEAR READER: 
interest which is paying thousands each 
year to the Hearst publications for ad·-
vertising space to advertise a food 
desired by the people should call to 
the attention of the Hearst publica-
trions, as explained above, l\'Ir. Cucnin 
would change his tone a bit. There 
are possibly over four million people 
in Califomia demanding food, whereas 
not more than 200,000 anglers pur~ 
porting to control for pleasure that 
which is food for the masses. 
Undesirables 
Your article entitled "Deplomble 
Condition" was the naked ttuth. Now 
we \vill get action. I can already see 
a change. ~<A Beach Fishman." 
Ed: We arw- pleased to know we 
are doing some good. We £ail to find 
your subscription. VVhy not send it 
along'!-you lmow how it is. 
.More About Chico Larco 
I am pleased to know lVIr_ Chico 
Larco still believes in the old time rem-
edies-so do T, but I cannot connect 
except on dynamite. A Render. 
Eel: Mr. Larco further states he is 
disgustingly short on snake tonic. 
Remember we have gone to the expense of sending you this J(lllriHll, an~ 
ticii>ating your subscription. Nmv is the time to send your check Inasmuch a:;; 
we ure giving you u special discount, send it NfHV so you -will get our next 
number, which will he a lmoclmut. 
.------------------------------
CALIFORNIA F!SHEI!IES, 
Municipal Fish 'Vhal'f, 
Sa~ Pedro, Calif. 
Gentlemen: 
Enclosed herewith find my chech for $ ............... , I'(~IJresenting 
... _____ years subscription to your semi-monthly publicatinn. 
It is our 
cember 15, 
prevails. 
understanding you are making a special rate of $2.9·:l until De· 
1928, and after that tiioe, the regular price of $:~.50 per year 
Name of Fit·m .. -..... 
Street Address. 
City ...... State 
NOTE! Club Rutes-5 1Myear Subscriptions @ $2.50; 10 1-year Subscrip-
tions @ $2.25; 15 lMyear Subscri9tions @ $2.00, United States; add 75c 
per year for Foreign. 
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Our Ancestors Were Fishermen 
11All Japanese are sons of fishermen." 
When I say that our ancestors were 
fishermen many historians and scien-
tists will disagree with my theory, 
Nevertheless I have a very good reason 
to base on that our forefathers were 
either natural born fishermen or they 
had engaged a greater part of their 
time in fishing for sustenance of their 
lives even before they started hunting 
or farming. 
Many historians tell us that our fore-
fathers came from :Mongolian and Ma-
layan races. One from the north, the 
other from the south, and after settling 
on one of the islands, and by migrating, 
the new Japanese race was born. That 
is over three thousand years ago and 
before Japanese history is on record. 
Thousands of Years Ago 
Then for a moment let us turn our 
thoughts back to some three thousand 
years ago and see how these people 
happened to come to our islands. In 
this remote Lime they did not have the 
knowledge of navigation, their sea-go-
ing crafts were canoe-like small boats, 
paddled by hands or pieces of woorl, 
so it is very natural to think that these 
people did not come to Japan with the 
idea of conquering the new island king-
dom or for the purpose of immigra-
tion. The people who came to Japan ~n 
that ancient time were either driven by 
storm or strong ocean currents while 
they were fishing in their log-like boats 
near the waters of their native islands 
and after days of suffering they must 
have landed on one of our island's 
beaches. 1VIany must have perished b<J-
fore they ever 1·eached our islands, but 
few must have survived miraculously 
and remained as our ancestors. 
Japan Fishing History 
We call Japan °The coUntry of farm-
ing", but that is since we have the 
history to record. lVIy theoi·y that our 
forefathers were fishermen is very log-
ical and natural whence fishing instinct 
and ability as fishermen are born in th8 
blood. of our people. Today our immi-
grants who roam wherever they can 
get a piece of land to cultivate for 
farming also have a will to sail the 
seven seas for fishing. 
A very small country with an area 
little more than the state of Californh, 
Japan has the population of sixty-five 
million people. Their food· supply ir:: 
something to worry about. The vol-
canic islands are not wide enough to 
produce all the food they need. NatUl:-
ally they look for their food supply 
from marine life which is taken from 
the sea surrounding Japan. 
By GEO. T. OTA 
We have more fishing area than the 
land area from which we can draw 
part of our food supply. This is one 
reason that our people are fish eaters 
more than any other nation on earth 
today. 
Here are a few facts in the histor,Y" 
of our fisheries since we have written 
records. While fishing was carried on 
for thousands of years all over our 
seacoast, it is only a matter of some 
four hundred years ago that special 
scientific study was done in regard to 
marine Zoology or marine Botany. 
Scientific Research 
In the year of 1629 a man named 
Atsun-abu Kaibara published a book on 
marine botany. Iu the year of 1719 
G. Kanda wrote on fish and in the year 
of l 827 H. Handa wrote on marine life. 
Later a German named Schroeder re-
ported on three hundred and fifty dif-
ferent fish collected in Nagasaki by 
two of his countrymen. That was in 
the year of 1847. Hatchery work wa.~-; 
started in Japan about 1673. Whaling 
was notetl in the year of 1606. The 
exporting of marine products was start-
ed around 1596, mostly to China. The 
government of that time built a ware-
house in Nagasaki to store dried. fish, 
dried abalone, and shark fins to be ex-
ported to China in 1785. Government 
had the monopoly on that trade. 
They discovered gelatin from sea-
weed in 1658, in the province of Fush-
imi ,and in 1871 they had started sea· 
weed cultivation extensively in the pre-
fecture of Kanagawa. In the year of 
1873 they transplanted fish to the lake 
at Nikko. 
They brought pink salmon eggs from 
America in 1877 and the next year we 
imported fish canning machines from 
France and our fishermen went to 
Thursday island for pearl fishing. In 
1880 our government set the first fish-
eries department, 
( 
Fisheries Magazine 
The first fisheries magazines were 
published in Japan in 1881. The first 
fisheries exposition was held in Tokyo 
in l 883. Around that time they start-
ed experim~nting stations in many 
places. Salmon fishing in Canada start-
ed by Japanese in 1888. In the year 
1894 when Japan was in war against 
China our soldiers used plenty of --·····- c,; 
fish packed by students of our fisher-
ies school. The first trawl fishing and 
boats with refrigerating machines were 
operated in Japan around in the year 
of 1905. Since then the development 
of fisheries was enormous and in 1917 
there were 70 trawl boats of over 
tons with eleven knots or better. The 
steamer equipped with canning facili-
ties for crab canning started in 1919. 
Important Information 
As every one knows Japan has 
coast line of )OVer 14,000 miles both 
warm and cold currents running, with 
plenty of fish and other sealife. Shell 
fish and seaweed are abundant. The 
amount of yearly catches totals over 
three million tons and their nOrma] 
value is over two hundred million dol-
lars. This is about thirty per cent of 
the total catch of the world. 
The fishing boats number more than 
three hundred thousand, and of that 
number, over eight' thousand have mo· 
tive power. 
Our records show in the year of 
1922 the total catches were over 2~5 
million yen, excepting Formosa, Korea. 
and Kamchatsuka, where the fishing is 
done in large scale. (A yen is worth 
50c of American dollar). Out of this 
amount 180 million Yen was derived 
from fish, ten million yen from small 
shell fish, 15 miUion yen from seaweed 
and 30 million yen from all other put 
together. High sea fishing in 1022 
they had 6,373 boats with 89,785 men 
and their catch was over 58 million 
yen. Eighty-five per cent of theS(!; 
boats had motive power and twenty-
three were steamers. In the same year 
the number of whales caught in Japan 
was 3012 head and their aggregate 
value was nearly four million yen 01 
about six hundred dollars per head. In 
the exportation Of marine products the 
highest point reached was in the year of 
1918 when we exported to other coun-
tries 42 million yen's worth of marine 
products. In 1923 the amount exnorte'rl 
was 36 million yen. In the year 
1913 we imported little over two million 
yen's worth of marine products, and in 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Better Be Safe Than Sorry 
By JOE J. CAMILLO 
Most canners in California are vitally 
interested in the fishing boats that pro-
duce their raw material, so are they 
interested in the classifictttion of insur-
ance, which no doubt proves the sin-
cerity of the purpose of the fishing 
boat owner. 
To make my contention more clear, 
I recite the following: 
Ever since the C02 Fire Extinguish-
er was introduced, we have used every 
persuasion to have the latest type boatr, 
equipped with same, and through the 
energetic ·efforts of Mr. Gilbert C. Van 
Camp we were able to get a reduction 
in the rates for the boats which in-
sta1led the C02 automatic system. 
St. Therese · 
Before the fishing boat St. Therese 
was put into commission we persistent-
ly kept after Capt. Frank Silva to in-
stall the new system, but Capt.- Silvll 
did not think it worth while to inveRt 
so much money for a fire tank of the 
importance as the C02 when he could 
buy a cheaper one. However, after 
some salesmanship on our part, he de-
cided to install the automatic system, 
with the result that Capt. Silva came 
in yesterday with a load of fish and 
the following should demonstrate the 
feasibility of our story: 
Capt. Silva's own \Vords 
"A way down in :Mexican waters fire 
broke out in the engine room, and in 
the excitement we positively forgot 
about the C02 protection, and startetl 
to use buck-ets of water. But ju:::.t like 
a bolt out of a clear sky one of my 
crew thought of the automatic system 
and before we could get down to the 
engine room with water, the C02 sys-
tem had comvletely extinguished the 
fire. No damage was experienced ex-
cept a lot of smolm and scare." 
Capt. Silva with a big smile on his 
face related the above to me and 
thanked me from the bottom of hh 
heurt for 0ncouraging him to install 
the life saver-it did save the lives of 
his crew as well as himself and c\ $75,ooo.o0 bo:.;.t. 
Profit by Experience 
Furthermore, Capt. ·Silva state~, 
every insurance company should de-
tnand the installation of the C02 Auto-
matic System on every boat, large· or 
small, and in conclusipn thanked the 
Van Camp Marine Insurance agency 
for their p e r s i s t en t efforts against 
evident future losses. And that is why 
insurance pays. If more fishing boat 
operators could be induced to tal~e ad-· 
vantage of a sure thing, operating costs 
would be materially reduced. 
As long as The Van Camp Insurance 
Agency, Inc., has anything to d\l with 
the problems as described above, a 
more happy future will be predicted 
for the men who produce the essential 
raw material. Insurance means only 
one thing - SUCCESS. 
ACCIDENT OFF PT. IlEYES 
On Tuesday, Nov. 27, the boat Pu-
laski rammed the boat VV.C.F. Co. No. 
1. The accident happened about 2::1 
miles west of Pt. Reyes. The Pulaski 
suffered a broken bow stem and was 
assisted to San Francisco by both the 
W.C.F. No. land the W.C.F. No. 3. 
The W.C.F. No. 1 was not damaged 
in any way. 
Pulasld was 
of Madden 
After reaching port, the 
pulled out on the ways 
and Lewis at Sausalito, 
where it wa'; found that it will be ne-
cessary to put in a new bow stem on 
the Pulaski. 
·-------------·---
Gilbert C. Van Camp 
Insurance Agency, Inc. 
Complete Insurance Service 
Unexcelled facilities to take 
care of your marine insurance 
Telephone 2680 
Municipal Fish Wharf San Pedro Calif. 
Telephone Main 4490 
867 Harbor St. San Diego Calif. 
farewell Hooks! Electricity 
Now Used to Catch Fish 
Berlin, Nov. 22.-11 An g 1 in g will 
shortly be a thing of the past." 
This startling prediction is a pro-
nouncement, not of an optimistic veg-
etarian, but of a distinguished German 
scientist who has devised a process 
of electrical fishing which he declares 
will put an end to the cruel, old-fash-
oned methods of fishing. 
All that fishermen will have to do 
under the new process is to puU on a 
pair of insulating gloves, take two 
long copper cables, stretch them across 
the lake, one lying at the bottom while 
the· other is held near the surface 
by means of floats, switch on an elec· 
tric current of about 400 volts, and 
slowly drag them along the lake. 
Water being a good conductor of 
electricity, all the fish in the vicinity 
of the wires will be painlessly electro-
cuted. They will rise to the surface 
and float there inert, waiting to be 
gathered into the fisherman's basket. 
No fish is strong enough to resist 
the effects of the current. Sprats nnd 
whales are equally helpless before the 
magic wires. 
The electrocuted fish are, however, 
not dead. The fisherman can use his 
own discretion whether to keep flis 
11catch" or throw it back into the 
water, there to regain consciousness. 
This novel method of fishing is al-
ready being employed with great suc-
cess in the fishponds belonging to the 
Halle District Council. Other German 
towns provided with a plentiful sup-
ply of cheap electricity also are setting 
up electric fishing plants. 
LOCAL FIRM MAKING STRIDES 
\VITH NEW EQUIPMENT 
Much success to you, boys, with your 
new boat. :\>lay she have many profit-
able voyages. (Editor.) 
Larsan To Build 
$25,000 Boat 
Contract has been let the AI Larson 
boat yard on Terminal Island for a new 
74-foot purse-seine boat for J. V. Gin-
coni and Martin Dusich. The craft 
will also have ice facilities, but no hold 
insulation or live-bait tanks or wells. 
It will be used both for sardine and 
tuna fishing when completed in March. 
The craft, as yet unnamed, is expected 
to fish for the Southern California Fish 
company. 
vee ember ., , l~~?:i 
Fish Magnate Lauds California 
A few days ago San Pedro was 
honored with a visit by no other than 
a very distinguished fish packer of 
Seattle, Washington. His name is as-
sociated 'vith energetic activities of 
both Washington and Alaska. After 
the name of Sebastian, appears the 
following: President Sebastian Stuart 
Fish Co., Seattle j Mayor, Tyee j Presi-
dent Tyee Golf Club j President Tyee 
Country Club and owner of Tyee, or 
what have you. 
:r..Ir. Sebastian was not really on a 
business trip, although he sold six cars 
of halibut for spot, and several for 
future delivery. Accompanying him 
was his old friend and playmate, W. 
F. (Spider) John, a well known busi-
ness man and golf liar of Seattle. The 
two made the trip by auto, stopping 
at leisure to play golf and praise Cali-
fornia. Mr. Sebastian remarked: 
41California is his future home after 
he makes his second million, and next 
year, after he finishes building his 
yacht '.MARNE' he intends to invite 
'Spider,' clearing for high seas and 
possibly will stop at San Francisco 
first and Los Angeles next." 
W. F. John (Spider) remarked: 
"While your telephone service in 
California is rotten, I also found other 
things of major importance 'good,' and 
after maldng a complete tour of Cali-
fornia, I have dedicated the following 
summary: 
CALIFORNIA 
You arise in the morning to the 
music of a Connecticut Alarm clock. 
You button your Boston garters on 
your Paris socks, your Baltimore sus-
penders on your Detroit overalls, put 
your Lynn ~\hoes and your Danbury 
hat on and you are up. 
You sit down to your Grand Rapids 
table, have your Hawaiian Pineapple, 
your Seattle Codfish, your Aunt Jemima 
pancakes, swimming in New l'rleuns 
molasses. You have a bit· of Cincin·· 
nati ham cooked in Chicago lard, on a 
Detroit stove burning "\~Tyoming coal. 
Then you gu out, put your Concord~ 
N. Y. harne.s::; on your Missouri mulP, 
hitch it on to a Moline plow and plow 
F. E. BOOTH CO. 
packers of 
BOOTHS 
up a couple of acres of land covered 
with Ohio mortgages. 
You plant Indian corn, Bermuda 
onions, Bavarian malt, Hungarian 
barley and Italian hops. Then you sit 
up all night, blending the malt, barl~y 
and hops into a camouflaged concoc-
tion to reduce the high cost of boot-
leg. 
When twilight falls you fill your 
pride of Detl'(,it \vith Mexican grrsoline, 
and dash to a beach and while sitting 
in a l\IPsican restaurant smoking ~1 
Boston cigar, you ·watch a New Yorl\: 
girl dance the Memphis Shimmie to the 
l'nusic of a New Orleans Jazz band. 
Then you go back home, unriel' t1w 
orange trees and the mortgages, wind 
up the Waterbury watch, put on th..; 
China silk pajamas, crawl in between 
your Fall River sheets and fight 'vir,l, 
the FLEAS, the only native product rJ[ 
your whole State of California. 
Editor's Note. Better Luck next time, 
Mr. Spider. Are you sure those fleas 
were nut on you nnd l\'Ir. Sebastian 
when you left Seattle? 
Deductions and 
Shortweights 
BY COUNT VON WHIFFLETREE 
Folks of the fishing world, I want 
you to know more of me for I shall 
be with you every two weeks, even 
though I have a ",rart on my left 
knee. I am very proud of Shapro•s 
liquor-and still I have my moments. 
Since arriving in Califomia from my 
native clime (Big Lali:e, Iowa), I can 
truthfully say I have been a bit 
shocked at ldr. M. N. Blumenthal dur-
ing my first interview. However, I 
soon begun to 1'ealize Matt has the 
flu, that is how he got that way. 
By accident ( '!) I was at a place 
the other day on Kohler St., Los An-
geles, and a waitress introduced me to 
Mr. Jack Deluca of the Los Angeles 
Fish and Oyster Co. I wasn't in his 
presence over five minutes when he 
told me he was going to get married. 
He wanted to know if I would be best 
man and wll.Y was it not possible. 
Of course, I answered Jack diplo-
matically. Can you imagine me be-
ing best man'! However, I found 
Jack to be a real bird. He has 
a good address book of customers and 
is especially fond of some of them. 
In fact, we took in four places togeth-
er. This boy knows his stuff and dis-
couraged me from visiting speak-
easies. "Why an evening with Jack is 
lili:e an Arabian night-so fantastic. 
VVas down to San Diego last week j 
and met Joe. You all know Joe Cam· ' 
illo, manager of Van Camp's, San Di-} 
ego. .Joe invited me up to his very.~ 
lovely home for dinner, and his fine;; 
wife cooked three hundred and sixty 5 
miles of ~paghetti, and all the time§; 
she was cooking it, old Joe was feed-S' 
ing his pretty little two-year-old F 
daughter chewing gum. She would 
chew awhile, then swallow it. I said 
to Joe, "Aren't you afraid the baby 
will have disastrous results?" 
Joe says, "Hell no, that ldd takes , 
aft e r m e , she can stand anything 
Why, this morning she ate thee razor 
·:!~:;~~~::;~~::~;::;~ ;, I 
~ 
't You cannot afford to miss an op-::ti 
portunity of reading the Fresh Fishjk 
Number of Friday, Dec. 21, 1928. '"-
-----,---------U ·~ I :~~~ "'~:~:::: I 
~ Also Packing ~j 
I Tuna, Sardines, and other Califor- ~··· nia Seafoods : J}; f Wilmington, Calif. ~~~ 
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When a Fisherman needs a Friend 
COMPLETE FISHING GEAR 
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"Crescent" Brand S:n·dines TONG SUNG COMPANY ~ 
Cannery at Monterey 
Head Office: 110 Market St., San Francisco 
Commission Merchants and oldest Fish Shippers in :·; 
Northern California ~ 
Nevada. 91H Third St. Sacramento, Cal. ~ lkanch: Reno. 
[ Fisherman's Section 
Fishermen Keeping Pace with the Times 
BY A PRODUCER 
}tecognizing his responsibility as an 
economic factor in the scheme of food 
distribution, the fisherman has grad~ 
t• b . . I ually me progress y mcreasmg t lf' 
efficiency of his equipment and gear. 
'fhis progress, although gradual has 
opened up new fishing areas and 
brought to the consumer a larger var-
iety of food fish. The gradual prog-
ress of fishing methods should be re-
ferred to as those existing before the 
late vmr, when the sardine and kindred 
fishing industries were in their in-
fancy. The marked progress of the 
flsheries then came during the war, 
when the sardine industl·y took a high 
place among the States' natural re-
sources. This industry has been main-
tained and the yearly catch has in-
creased both in the canning and fresh 
fish departments. 
Fishing Gear Standardized 
The Monterey sardine fisherman has 
been successful with his Lamparo net, 
in not only making a good living catch-
ing sardines for the canneries, but in 
bringing in mackerel, sea bass, king-
fish and other varieties of fish that run 
in schools. These fish bring a good 
price at the markets and are always 
in demand. 
The Lamparo net is a type of circle 
seine which is highly efficient and 
which has been used in the Monterey 
sardine fishery for many years. Ac-
cording to the older fishermen, this 
method of catching fish has been em-
ployed in Italy for many centuries, and 
was introduced into these waters be-
cause fish were close in shore, and run 
in large schools. However in the last 
few years in the sardine fishery, ·fish-
ermen have been forced to go greater 
distances for fish and their fishing ef-
fort has greatly increased. This con-
dition is especially true in the south-
ern part of the state where local 
schools of fish were formerly plentifuL 
The migration of fish frori1 the wat-
FRANK E. WOODS, Sccy. 
ers adjacent to the canneries has been 
so great that the Lamparo fishermen 
are rapidly bejng replaced by the 
purse-seine fleet which now operates 
many miles north of there. 
Lncreased Fishin~ .Methods 
The purse-seine net is one of the 
most modern and efficient methods of 
catching fish. This net has been de-
scribed in a number of state and gov-
ernment publications and plays a large 
part in the tuna and sardine fishery. 
Large high powered boats and mechan-
ical apparatus with this net make up 
the purse-seine equipment. :More of 
this type of boats and fishermen are 
entering our waters yearly and are 
opening up new fishing areas. 
The Paranzella trawl fishery in this 
coast has gro>vn in importance with 
the demand for flat fish. The dragging 
was first done by sail boats and their 
activities were confined mostly to bays 
and harbors. Later on steamers com-
menced to be used and the steam 
trawlers increased in numbers. These 
boats now operate many miles off shore 
and with their extended cruising radius 
a marked growth has taken place in 
the catch of sole, halibut and flounders. 
LOCAL INTERESTS 
·we quote the following from the San 
Pedro News-Pilot. Thanks a lot for 
the 11honorable mention." 
Fishing .Magazine 
1\fakes Bow Here 
ucalifornia Fisheries," a new maga-
zine, to be vublished in San Pedro in 
the interest of the commercial fish-
eries of California, made its first ap-
pearance today. It is to be published 
on the first and third Friday of each 
month by M. VV. Eley, who is well-
lmown in the local fishing industry. 
J. W. Brown of Los Angeles will be 
editor. The magazine, to consist of 
ten sections, will stress all important 
phases of both the fresh fish busines~ 
and packing industry. 
Mutual Fish Company 
Doing Good Business 
Mr. George •r. Ota, organizer and 
managrr of The Mutual Fish Company, 
informs us they are making extensive 
improvements in their fresh fish busi-
ness. As a matter of fact, connections 
have been made ·with various large 
Japanese fresh fish shipping companies 
of Japan, both for exporting and im-
porting of fish and other marine pro· 
ducts. 
The Mutual Fish Co., through Mr. 
Ota's efforts, has received a large con-
signment of Japanese mountain trout, 
which is without question one of the 
most delicious of fresh water fish~ 
caught in the mountain streams of 
Japan. They are also receiving con-
siderable quantity of other varieties, 
including tai, shellfish and scallops. 
The company also took orders for 
frozen shrimp to be shipped to Japan. 
Mr. Ota thinks that there is a great 
future in the trade between the United 
States and the Orient, of exporting and 
importing of fish and other Marine 
products. 
Long Experience 
Mr. Ota first started freezing shrimp 
for Japanese trade in 1924, while he 
was connected with the Van Camp or-
ganization, as Supel'intendent of buy-
ing, and ever since the demand for 
frozen shrimp increased a hundred 
times. 
The Mutual Fish Company is doing 
a good share of the business in San 
Pedro, packing "Pampco" Brand fish 
cake, besides fresh fish, and they are 
in position to serve any consignee's fish 
requirements as well as any other com-
pany. 
You cannot afford to miss an op-
portunity of reading the Fresh Fish 
Num~er of Friday, Dec. 21, 1028. 
H. C!AMINCINO, Pres. A. FARINA, Secy. 
Monterey Sardine Fishermen 
Organization, Inc. 
Crab and Salmon Fishermen's 
Protective Association 
MEMBERSHIP OVER 250 BOAT OWNERS 
MEMBERSHIP 250 BOAT OWNERS 
Active and Progressive 
Municipal Wharf, Monterey, Calif. 
Directing the requirements 
Telephone Franldin 4989. 
San Francisco, 
of its membership 
Meigg's Wharf 
Calif. 
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To make a few dollars here and 
there is not always our object. Our Ancestors 
Were Fishermen 
(Continued from Page 4) 
1921 the total amount imported was 
six million yen. These comprised most-
ly salted salmon, salted herring, shell;:;, 
fishmeal, salt and tortoise shell. 
Exceptional Progress 
Our manufacturing of marine pro-
ducts has made enormous progress in 
the last twenty years. In 1922 the 
total amount were 170 million yen. 
This comprised all 1dnds of dried fish 
and salted fish, fish oil, dried shell fish, 
prawn, and seaweed for human con-
sumption. Our fish hatcheries, too, 
made unusual progress both commerc-
ially and scientifically and today there 
are more than a hundred thousand 
hatcheries in Japan, and their total 
realization in 1922 was more than 14 
million yen. Today our packing and 
canning of fish are in line with other 
progress and our products like canned 
salmon are in competition against 
American packed goods in the world's 
market. Our canned crab meat almost 
controls the market today. 
The fishel'ies product is one thing 
that Japan can be proud of as no other 
nation surpasses our fishing industry. 
I believe by the natural demand, the 
fishing in Japan has advanced scientific-
ally as much if not more, than any 
other nation and today we find our fish-
ermen are engaged in the fishing in-
dustry all over the world as much as 
any other commercial enterprise where 
ever our people go. 
For instance in the early days of the 
fishing industry along the coast of the 
Pacific ocean from Alaska to Mexico, 
our people were one of the first to 
initiate and start the fishing and their 
connecting businesses. 
Salmon fishing in Vancouver, sardine 
and abalofle fishing in Monterey, alba-
core, tuna and sardine fishing in South-
ern California waters. Abalone, tuna, 
skip jack and other fishing in Mexican 
waters, too, should be attributed to 
Japanese fishermen. For years past, 
tuna packers of Southern California de-
pended for their tuna, albacore, skip 
jack, and sardine supply to our fisher-
men, though today conditions are chnng-
H. YOKOZEKI, Secretary. 
ing, and other fishermen such as Italian 
and Austrian, are also getting hoJd of 
the industry. Today all the fishermen 
of different nationalities use poles with 
hooks and lines for albacore and skip 
jack fishing in Southern California and 
.l\Iexican waters. The idea originated 
in Japan and was brought here first 
by our fishermen. 
The fishing and canning im!nstry of 
California Uates back from HHO or 
thereabout. Today the aggregate sum 
of yearly pack and other fishing in-
dustries amounts to over ten million 
dollars, and is one o£ the largest in-
dustries o£ California which has untold 
future, in accord with the wonderful 
progress of this great Paciftc South-
\Yest. 
There is much marine life which is 
escaping our eyes today on account of 
the demand not bc·ing urgent. Fot 
instance they are th;:owing a•.my hu·_·,. 
dreds of tons of ".vhale meat which is 
very good for human t;onsumption after 
taking the oil out of it. Today we are 
not prepared for catchi:.g and h::mdling 
many untold riches 1,[ the sea. but as 
the demand increases, \YC will find the 
ways and means .to go in on a larger 
scale and discover the real fishermen's 
dream out from the depths of the 
ocean. A land as large as the l,;nited 
States is limited, and some day it m:::.y 
be overcro>vded like Japan o!.' nny 
European country, and farm protlu1:e 
may not be enough for life sustainance, 
and then marine products will be neces-
sary a hundred fold. It is not too 
early to study this phase of th8 ques-
tion and be prepared. 
Industrial Benefit 
Those >vho are engaged in fishing 
industries will be greatly benefited iL 
they can see the great future which 
is bound to come and if properly or-
ganized to meet this progress of 
time. Each of us makes part of tlv; 
history in these fishing industries and 
if we work together for the commoh 
interest with a defmite purpose, thos(-
who come next to us will appreciate 
our efforts greatly 
If the business progresses soundly 
there surely will be profit and benefit 
to all. 
I am an alien in this country but 
rny spirit is behind the great wheP.i 
of progress and willing to share thl! 
load of responsibility. 
In the course of men's progress for 
their happiness there should not be 
any dividing line of countries and races. 
There is a phrase, jjFishermen's 
luck," but it is not alone luck that get:: 
the prize, for you can not catch a 
whale with a fly hook, nor can you 
get sardines with a gun. 
EPISODE OF OLD BIBLE 
'l'Ii\!E RE-ENACTED TODAY 
Fishermen of the sardine boat Bes-
semer were mending their nets today, 
following an experience as strange as 
that of the tales of apostolic fishermen 
in Palestine and which for one terri-
fying, long moment endangered their 
lives and their boat. Fellow-fishermen 
who heard the story murmured in nigh 
unbelief, but there in the dock was 
the mute testimony of torn and shred-
ded nets. 
For eight days the Bessemer wa3 
out and when it returned it had no 
fish, but fhe crew told of having let 
down its nets and entangled a huge 
mass of between 200 and 300 tons of 
sardines, which seemed for a few 
seconds that it would pull the boat 
down with it into the sea. 
'l'he critical situation was was finally 
relieved when the nets split and let 
loose the enormous quantity of fish. 
The fishermen said. that· they had ex-
tended their nets 27 fathoms instead of 
the customary 17. They were fishing 
for the Van Camp Sea Food company. 
You canno: afford to miss an op-
portunity of reading the Fresh Fish 
Number which will be out Friday, De-
cember 21, 1928. You should send in 
your subscription now, while the special 
rate is in e'ITeet. 
\Vhen answering 
A(lVertisemenl~ 
please mention 
CALIFORNIA 
FISHERIES 
SAN PEDRO GROCERY AND SUPPLY CO. 
NICK POBOR, Prop. 
"\Vholesnlers nnd Retnilers of 
IMPORTED AND DOl\-IES1'IC GROCERJES. 1\IEATS AND 
CANNED GOODS. EHIP SUPPLIES 
Telephone 1348. 1\lunicipnl Wholesale Fish Market Bldg. 
San Pedro, Cnlif. 
ill. P. SUGLIAN, Secy. 
Southern California 
Japanese Fisherman's Association 
MEMBERSHIP 361 
Fisherman's Cooperative Association 
MEMBERSHIP 65 PURSE-SEINERS 
Average 8 Men to Boat 
Enterprising and without qtJestion loyal to tlv· 
interests which it tends to serve 
Telephone 3595. Terminal Island, Calif. 
Correspondence invited relative purchases of 
onr members. Information gladly given 
Municipal Fish Wharf-San Pedro, California. 
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FRESH FISH SECTION ll 
I 
A Wonderful Invention 
The Iceless Refrigerator Car 
The Safety Car Heating & Lighting 
Company, New York, has had in serv-
ice for a number of months an iceless 
refrigei'oUor car, the principle of the 
operation of which is based on certain 
p h y s i c a I properties of a substance 
lawwn as silica gel. No source of me-
chanical power is required, the opera-
tion being effected by heat from v 
stored gas supply. 
Several long haul runs have heen 
made with the first car equipped v. i:h 
this system and the results have l1een 
uniformly successful. A variety of c0 m-
modities have been carried, including 
frozen fish, oranges, and cantaloupe. A 
test run was made last December from 
New London, Conn., to Fort Worth, 
Texas, with 19,865 pounds of frozen 
haddock fillet packed in cartons and 
wooden boxes, making a gross weight 
of 24,664 pounds. Temperature ob-
servations were talren throughout the 
run by means of several thermo-coup-
les placed at various points in the car. 
At no time did the temperature at any 
point in the car exceed a temperature 
at which the thermostat was set. The 
car was precooled to two degrees above 
zero before loading and the temperature 
of the fillet when loaded averaged 18 
degrees Fahrenheit. The fillet was un-
loaded at a temperature of 14 degrees, 
having been in the car 11 days. It 
was not necessary to refuel during the 
run and only half of the initial charge 
was consumed. 
Silica Gel; Its Compostion and 
Properties 
Silica Gel is a hard, glassy material 
with the appearance of a clear quartz 
sand, of the chemical formula SlO:; 
and is chemically inert towards prac-
tically all substances. During the man-
ufacture of silica gel, the steps of th~ 
process are carefully controlled so that 
the physical structure of the finished 
silica gel is of an extremely porous 
character. The pores are so minute 
that they cannot be detected under a 
microscope, but a study of its action 
indicates that it must possess such H 
structure. It has been determined that 
the voids constitute 41 per cent of its 
volume. 
The presence of these minute voids 
gives silica gel the ability to absorb 
relatively large quantities of vapors. 
As an example, a quantity of silica gel 
Placed above water in a closed vessel 
will absorb, or take up, water vapor 
to the extent of 25 per cent of its own 
Rerrigerntor Cnr Coolt~d bY s::Jlcn-Gel Proeess, devoted exclusiyeJy to hnnJing 
Fro:.wn Fish Fillets 
weight. If it is then removed from 
the vessel and activated by heating, the 
water vapor will be driven out and the 
silica gel rendered capable of absorb-
ing more vapor. This action is purely 
physical, and the cycle may be repeat-
ed indefinitely, with no alteration in 
the structure of the silica gel, or de-
crease in its absorptive ·power. It is 
this peculiar property of s i 1 i c a gel 
which forms the basis of the operation 
of this iceless refrigerator car. 
Operation of the Refrigerating 
Apparatus 
The apparatus consists of three main 
parts; namely, the absorber (contain-
ing the silica gel), evaporator and con-
denser. It may be briefly described as 
being identical to a compression type 
machine with a compressor replaced by 
the absorber; the absorption of the re-
frigerant vapor by the silica gel corre-
sponding to the suction stroke of the 
compressor and the activation of the 
silica gel to the ilischarge stroke. No 
power need be generated for the silica 
gel system, the necessary heat being 
applied directly to the silica gel. 
The operating cycle of the apparatus 
may best be explained by reference to 
one of the drawings in which is shown 
diagrammatically the absorber, con-
condenser and evaporator. Assuming 
that the silica gel in the absorber has 
been activated, it will absorb vapor 
from the refrigerant in the evaporator, 
causing a lowering of the temperature 
of the latter by the evaporation of the 
refrigerant. Evaporation of any refrig-
erant in the condenser is prevented by 
the float valve and the check valve, 
shown in the vertical pipe. 
When the silica gel has become sat-
urated with vapor, it is heated b,Y 
means of a gas burner and the refrig-
erant vapor is driven out of the silica 
gel, passing to the condenser where it 
is liquified and returned to the evapor-
ator by the float valve. The horizontal 
check prevents the entrance of vapor 
to the evaporator. When activation of 
the silica gel has been completed, the 
source of heat is removed and, as soon 
as it has cooled sufficiently, the absorp-
tion phase begins automatically. In 
actual operation, the heating period is 
much shorter than the absorption per-
iod, and by dividing the absorber into 
two sections and heating these sections 
alternately, continuous refrigeration is 
produced. As actually constructed, the 
silica gel is contained in many tubes 
of small diameter to effect a rapid 
heating and cooling. 
The evaporator, consisting of a series 
of parallel pipes running longitudinally 
of the car and connected to a transverse 
header and containing liquid sulphur 
dioxide, is suspended close to the ceil-
ing of the car. Below these pipes are 
suspended a series of small troughs ar-
ranged to catch and carry off conden-
sation from the pipes, thus keeping 
the lading dry. 
(Continued on Page 18) 
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~-----·----=S=ta-t~--W_i_d~e~~JV=fa_r_k __ e_t_Reports 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
(Bryce B. Florence, reporting) 
The trawlers in San Francisco have 
had good -...veather for catches for the 
week ending Dec. 1, 1})28, is as follows, 
approximately: 
70,000 lbs. large Soles. 
10,000 lbs. small Soles. 
10,000 lbs. Sandabs. 
20,000 Rex Soles. 
In every case upon the arrival o£ the 
carriers .for the trawlers, it was re-
ported that light catches were due to 
an unusual amount of sharks infesting 
the >vaters of this locality. 
The catches on the Sacramento and 
San Joaquin rivers continue very light 
and the scarcity of striped bass and 
other river varieties is being felt by 
the San Francisco wholesalers. 
The demand on all varieties of local 
fish is very strong and all indications 
are that market conditions will be very 
steady for the next few months. 
LONG BEACH 
Dave Jagers, reporting. 
SAN DIEGO 
Joe Camillo reporting. 
Period between Saturday, 
24th, up to and inc luding 
November 
December 
ns slow prior to Gth: .Market conditio 
December 1st, c 1 o u dy ·weathr.r and 
heavy ground swells. Boat Princess ar-
rived with yellow ta il and Jew fish; 
boat Yvonne with 3G crates of lobsters. 
Capt. Suza of the Yv anne reports lob-
sters scarce on accou nt of the ground 
swells and the lobste rs' shedding their 
shells. Boat Emma H. s. arrived af-
ter 2!) days out with 50 tons of tuna 
and skip jack. Capt 
reports few fish neal 
lHanuel 
Clarion 
George 
Islands. 
The Olympia also bro ught in SO tons o.f 
skip jack. Beginnin g December 1st, 
the' market shows mo re fish coming in 
are and while the prices 
markets are not floode 
better for the comin 
Camillo, captain of tl 
leaving l\Ionday for th 
still high, the 
d. Outlook much 
g week. Louis 
1e boat Oceana, is 
e lobster grounds 
and predicts a ligh t lobster season. 
Boat Successo brough t in 18 swonlfisl1 
after being out ten d 
predicts no more 
ays. Capt. Mello 
sword fish until 
next June. 
vious ten day.S. 
cloudy weather 
of thi::; week. 
We have had rain and 
for the first three days 
Weather forecasts for 
the balance of the week good. Out-
look for the coming week good, while 
prices fairly high, predict light re-
ceipts. 
Some Mexican sea bass coming in, 
moving readily. Tuna boat Grey-
hound in with 75 tons skip jack. 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
L. M. Bowlus reporting. 
Very little fish received past week, 
sonle rock cod, soles and halibut com-
ing in. Weather fair, and good out-
look for next week. Prices high, mar-
kets good. Predict good market with 
lower prices next week. 
STOCKTON 
P. Busalacchi reporting. 
.Minimum catfish coming in; some 
striped bass. Market readily absorbs 
alL Outlook next week good. Weath-
er fair, and market firm. 
SAN PEDRO 
STAR FISHERIES 
Pleasure and commercial fishermen 
have not experienced large catches the 
past week. Market conditions being 
poor, on account of Thanksgiving. 
Sale of lobsters, crabs, oysters and 
specialties being above normal. VVeath-
er conditions good, cooler than usual. 
Several retail markets opening and one 
under the name of Larson J\Teat Com-
pany, located 625 American Ave., re-
ported good sales today. 
Receipts 
the past 
have been 
for 
week 
fairly Wholesale Distributors of All 1\.inds of Southern 
good, while mar-
ket c o n d i tions 
lm ve not been so 
good for the pre-
SAN FRANCISCO 
Henry Dowden Bryce Florence 
HENRY DOWDEN CO. 
Brokers 
MARINE PRODUCTS 
Telephone DAvenport 6820 
598 Clay St. San Francisco, Calif. 
Alex Pnlndini, President Bryce Florence, Secretnq 
G. Alioto, Vice President Joseph Chiecin, Treasurer 
Northern California Fisheries 
Company 
OPERATING UNITS 
PITTSBURG FISHERY MONTEREY FISHERY 
Pittsbunc, Cnlif. MoJ;tterey, Calif. 
FORT BRAGG FISHERY SHELTER COVE 
Fort Brnllllo Cnllf. Shelter Cove, Cnlif. 
IIU?tiDOLDT FISHERY POINT REYES FISHERY 
Eurekn, Calif. Point Reyes, Calif. 
Home Office 
Telephone Davenport 5860 
fiSO Montgomery Street San Francisco, Calif. 
California Sea Foods 
If you crave Service place your requirements with lli:i 
'l'cleJlhone Mniu 8105 Telephone 2525 
P. 0. Box 385 l'tlunicipnl Fish Whnrf 
Snu Ui,.go, CaiiC. Snn Pedro, Calif. 
PIONEER FISHERIES 
\Vholesalers of all kinds of Fresh Fish, Perch, lUngfish, 
Smelts, Mackerel, Lobsters, Etc. 
STANDING ORDER SPECIALISTS 
Telephone HH Municipal Fish \.Yharf, San Pedro, Cal. 
Independent Fish Company 
SAN PEDRO 
Wholesale Fresh Fish Dealers and Shippers 
Specializing in all California Sea Foods 
Give us a trial 
Market Phones 475 and 47<1 
G. l\lengehino, Prop. Res. Phone 1<140-W 
SAN PEDRO FISH co. 
\Vhulesnle Deniers and Stnnding Order ShipJlCrs 
uf nil California Seafoods 
PROMPT nnd RELIABLE -- "QUICK SERVICE" 
Telephone 10. Mnnicii>al Fish "rharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
' 
Estnblished 1911 
ZANKICH BROS. FISH co. 
'Vhol(•sale Shippers with a Reputation 
[( YliU wnnt honest, conscientious Service, place your orders with us. 
Telephones: 333 and 33·! 
Municipal Fish Wharf San Pedro, Calif. 
' 
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NEWPOR'f BEACH 
Frank Suttora reporting. 
Lots of jack smelts last week, good 
quality and free from oil; few lob-
sters, rock bass, and plenty of horse 
01 a c k e r e 1 and American mackerel. 
Smelt season closes next month. How-
ever, J. P. Horman Fish Co. and my-
<:elf the Frank Suttora Fish company, ~vill' be able to ship everywhere, plenty 
of both horse mackerel and American 
mackerel for the next three months. 
Also we.G.will have lobsters, rock cod, 
rock bass and halibut in a more plenti-
ful supply from now on. Weather good 
and market outlook for next week bet-
ter, lower prices. 
SANTA BARBARA 
Chico Larco, reporting. 
Few halibut coming in for past week 
and large soles with some ground fish. 
We are making quite a bit of fillet; 
lobsters scarce, and high priced, with 
no immediate relief in sight. Weather 
fine and expect more fish next week 
with slight reduction in prices, market 
good. 
Now that I am recovered, my bro-
ther, U. (Piano) Larco, is now down 
with the flu. It sure is terrible to be 
forced to drink the various forms of 
patent medi't!ine. But what is a man 
to do under the sc[!.rcity that prevails? 
SACRAMENTO 
. Meredith Fish Co. reporting. 
Hardly any activity here, less than 
600 pounds of catfish all last week. No 
other fishing at Sacramento and has 
been raining practically all week. We 
can expect no other varieties of fish 
except catfish for the next three 
months. Of course we will receive from 
other markets of the western United 
States all ldnds of fresh fish to take 
care of our section. 
SAN PEDRO MARKETS 
George T. Ota reporting. 
On account of the unsettled weather 
for the last ten days, and many fisher-
men being in bed with the flu, the local 
fish catch was small. 
American mackerel, 40,000 pounds. 
Sheepshead and white fish, 10,000 
pounds each. 
Rock cod, 20,000 pounds. 
B a r r a c 'u d a from Mexico, 40,000 
pounds. 
Sea bass, 4,000 pounds. 
And a very small amount of king 
fish, smelts, sardines, perch, sculpin, 
Spanish mackerel, etc. Lobster catch 
Was specially small and markets are 
paying fishermen 30 to 35 cents per 
pound. There is no prospect of catch-
ing lobster until some time next year. 
A few truckloads of lVIexican sea bass 
are coming into the San Pedro market as 
from Calexico and Yuma. 
Catch in Mexican '\Vaters were very 
scarce, seven boats coming back in the 
last few days with two ol' three tons 
of barracuda, each. 
Prices on fish are accordingly high 
and it will be for some time as there 
ls no prospect of fair weather and a 
large catch of any kind of :fish for 
some time to come. 
All fish orders should be placed early 
in advance, throughout the winter sea-
son, otherwise dealers can not guaran-
tee shipments on short notice. 
HIGH-PRICED OYSTERS 
Oysters are so scare in England tlur'.: 
they are selling for $1.75 to $2 a 
dozen. This is the price for the native 
bivalves. '!'hose imported from Holland 
or Portugal can be had for half the 
price or a little bit less, but they arc 
not regarded with much favor by the 
British. And oysters at SO cents a 
dozen are tolerably expensive for stew. 
The whyfore '! The VVorld war is 
blamed. During that long struggle 
mines and shells were exploded in and 
around the oyster beds adjacent to 
England and these noisy noises an 
noyed the oysters so excessively that 
they ceased to breed and so they are 
scarce. 
There is still another reason. Forty 
years or so ago the American -"slippel' 
limpet" was imported into the English 
salt water under the expectation that 
it would fight the enemies of the oy-
ster. The limpet changed its habits 
and, like the rabbit imported into Aus-
tralia, became a nuisance. These limp-
ets found the spawn of the oyster to 
their lildng and unless some means to 
curb the American invaders are found 
the English oysters may become ex-
tinct. 
Life is complicated even for such 
a simple animal as the oyster. 
NEW WHOLESALE Fll!M 
FOR LOS ANGELES 
CENTRAL FISH & OYSTER CO., 
under the ownership of E. Simon and 
S. Baker, announces the opening of 
their new and modern wholesale dis-
tributing plant at 1012-14 So. Central 
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 
While they have been doing busi-
ness at the above address fOr the 
past sixty days, however, they have 
just completed entire installation. They 
employ six fish workers and operate 
three trucks and their class of busi-
ness is exclusively wholesale. 
They state they are enjoying a good 
business, which is increasing from day 
to day, and are especially interested 
to have shippers everywhere quote 
them on carp, black cod, mullets, white 
fish, rock cod, halibut, salmon and spe-
cialties. 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
(Special) 
Mr. L. lVL Bowles, owner of The San 
Luis Fish Co., will eventually put San 
Luis Obispo on the map, us one of the 
greatest strides yet made in the mer-
chandifting of fresh fish. Mr. Bowles 
has just completed patents on one of 
the slickest self-serving fish containers 
we ever saw. This writer predicts this 
invention will be in every g r o c e r y 
chain stom, butcher shop, etc., within 
a very short time. He has devoted 
ten years experimenting on this con· 
tainer and has spent over ten thou-
sand dollars perfecting the same. Space 
does not permit us to go into details, 
but just keep your eyes open and you 
will see we are right. 
Mr. Bowles is one of those few 
persons who believe in the future of 
the frozen ·fish and modern ways of 
merchandising. As a matter of fact, 
he believes in the future, therefore th~ 
wiggl'~ in a fish's tail will be held 
intact by quick freezing, thereby elim-
inating the market hazards that con-
tinually confront our industry. 
The San Luis Fish Co. deals in all 
kinds of fresh fish, and are volume 
shippers of both the steak and shell 
abalone. They have over 75 fishermen 
that gather abalone at low tides from 
the rock. They also wish outside ship-
pers to quote them on California fish. 
fornia "fish . 
You cannot afford to miss an op-
portunity of reading the Fresh Fish 
Number of Friday, Dec. 21, 1928. 
Don't forget to mail $2.D5 for 1 
year's subscription. 
~ach number. 
Getting better 
!!iE!IE!Jiilli.illi!!li!!liilliilliill~!li!!Ji~!ffi!iiill~!Ji11Ji!1Jiilliill~IJiilliilliilli~liilli!!ffil..@ 
~ American Fisheries ~ 
~ 
Complete wholesalers 
and distributors 
The best by test 
In business to satisfy your ~ every fresh fish re.quirement 
Municipal Fish Wharf 
San Pedro, California 
I 
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Standard Fisheries Company of San Pedro, California Increases 
Business 100 Per Cent 
According to the present owners-John 
I vuncich, Andrew Fistonich, George 
Meteljan, and John Sulentor. 
A California Fisheries representa-
tive intervi.:!wed lVIr. John Ivancich, 
manager of the Standard Fisheries 
Company, with reference to their pro-
gressive business. The interview was 
as follows: 
uin 1913 I came to San Pedro, Cali-
fornia, from the fresh fish business of 
the East. I was on a visit, or rather 
just looking around. Immediately I 
saw an opportunity to better my con-
dition. Therefore, a co-partnership was 
formed between the present owners. 
We purchased THE STANDARD FISH-
ERIES. At that time, their business 
was not so wonderful, but we 'Took 
the bull by the horns' and dug in, ami 
I can honestly state, we have increased 
the business over one hundred per 
cent. 
One of the Largest 
110ur present business is one of the 
largest on the San Pedro Municipal 
Fish Wharf, and if figures don't lie, 
you will find us in the 1-2-3 class in 
volume. w~ have made many im-
provements and are continually alert 
for new ideas. I believe our success 
can be based on the general under-
JOHN IV ANCICH 
General Manager 
standing of our business, minute 
vice and pursuing the policy of 
operation with our customers. R<,g:ml-. 
less uf how much trouble a small 
might be, we always give it the 
sideration w~ would a larger one. 
Outside li'ish Handled 
"While we do our best to push 
fornia fish, >ve find there is a 
volume of outside the State fish., 
sary to satisfy the diversified 
of our custumers. Why, only 
day I was looking over some 
voices and noted we were buying 
every kind of fish lmown comlnerciallyi, i 
from the Pacific to the Atlantic. 
see, we operate five trucks and 
ten expert fish workers, and by 
aging the sale of fish all over the 
of California, Arizona, New 
Texas, Idaho, Utah, Washington 
Oregon and Colorado, it surely 
it essential tu always have on hand 
kinds of salted, smoked fish and 
specialties. 
Believe in the Future 
"VVe have many reasons to 
1D2D will be a good year. The 
President, for instance; along with 
ergetic indu3trial developments, 
(Continued on Page 16} 
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Meridith Fish Compa ny 
Wholesalers of Sacramento River Sa 
Catfish, Striped Bass and Shad. 
lmon, 
LARGEST SHIPPERS IN NORTHERN CALIFORN lA 
P. 0. Box No. 954 Tel. Main 545 
11 ~Eye Street, Sacramento, Californ ia 
New Capital Fish Co. 
Wholeonle Dealers in 
FRESH FISH 
QUOTE US ON YOUR FISH 
Phone l'tlain 695 
1117 Third Street Sacramento 
TOFANELLI SEA FOOD CO. 
Large Retail and Institution Trade - Shippers Quo 
Telephone Main 7796 
, Calif. 
te Uis 
Sacramento Public Market Sacramento Calif. 
STOCKTON 
P. BUSALACCHI & BROS. 
WHOLESALE FISH DEALERS 
ALSO 
Producers and Shippers of Catfish, Shad, 
Striped Bass and Salmon 
Standing Orders Solicited 
PHONE Stockton 1032 or 4095 
29-31 E. Channel St. Stockton, California 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
SAN LUIS FISH COMPANY 
Established 1918 
)Vholesale Dealers of Fresh Fish and Shell Fish 
Telephone 864 
581 Dana Street P. 0. Box 305 San Luis Obispo, Calif. 
SANTA BARBARA 
Wire for Our Quotations Established 1870 
S. LARCO FISH COMPANY 
We ship everywhere-all kinds of California Sea-foods. 
Special attention given to standing orders. 
SERVICE PAR-EXCELLENCE 
Specializing in Lobsters-Live and Cooked 
214 State Street Santa Barbara, California 
-
I. Takigawa, Pres., Mgr. Est. Since 1902 
Pacific Mutual Fish Co., Inc. 
Producers and Distributors of 
FRESH FISH 
SHIP ANYWHERE 
Write us regarding SHELL and SLICED AB· 
ALONE, MILD-CURED SALMON, SARDINES 
and ANCHOVIES in brine or dry salted. 
Telephone 368-P.O. Box T 
Cable address "Pac-Mutual" 
23~25-27 Municipal wharf, Monterey, California 
T. Hamaguchi, Prop. 
Central California Fish Company 
Producers and shippers of allikindsoffreshtish 
Shippers: Quote us your fish-Standing orders aalidted 
Telephone 196--P.O. Box No. 96 
Municipal wharf, Monterey, California 
SANTA MONICA 
~ PALACE FISH COMPANY l P. L. HINS, Owner SltitJpcrs, qt:otc u~-on Hnlibut, Snlmon, Striped Buss, Roe, Sltnd, CnUish, Shrimps und nil kinds of Spccinltics Established since 1904. Santa Monica, Calif. 
l';;:;~;~~·-·--'-'-·---;;;'~;;:;~;;-~-;;:·t· 
I MATTHEWS FISH COMPANY I 
~ Dealersinallkindsoffreshfish- Shippers quoteusonspecialties I 
! SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA I 
•:•-<>_<>_<>_<>_o........,_o_.>~:=:><> __ ,_,_,,_,_,_"_, __ .,_•:• 
NEWPORT BEACH 
J. P. HORMAN FISH CO. 
WHOLESALING 
Those fine Newport Bench Jack Smelts nnd vnrlous other 
Southnn California Fresh Fish 
Correspondence Solicited 
Telephone 350-'V Newport Beach, Calif. 
FRANK SUTTORA FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
Famous NcWIJUl't Jack Smelts, Hnlib01t nnd nll other kinds 
Loenl Frc~lt Fish. Wire for Quotntionu 
Telephones 269 or 13,1 Newport Beach, Calif. 
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The Three Big Co's Co-operation, Co-organization and Co-ordination 
By BRYCE B. FLORENCE 
While in California there are some 
twenty thousand people engaged in the 
taking, preparing, and distributing of 
seafoods, up until the present time 
there appeared to be little or no coop-
eration or coordination between them. 
Fishermen in various localities have 
from time to time formed organiza-
tions of different types intended to 
function fOr the general welfare of thE! 
fishermen in that locality. Due to the 
fact that different types of gear are 
used in the same locality for taking 
the same species of fish, it would 
sometimes happen that the interests of 
one group of Jishermen opposed to the 
interests of another group. This gen-
erally lead to little or no benefit to 
any of the groups. 
Benefit of Organization 
Some short-sighted fish dealers re-
commend the fishermen to discourage 
organizations, such dealers believing 
that with no organizations they have 
a better chance to buy fish less than 
it is worth. The better established 
dealers with foresight realize that fish-
ermen organizations are both necessary 
and desirable. It is almost a physical 
impossibility to communicate and dis-
cuss market prices with individual fish-
ermen, whereas these matters can b12 
taken up with the executive in charge 
of an organization and the officer of 
the organization can in turn call th•J 
meetings and discuss the matters with 
a full membership. 
Sui>IllY and Demand 
As we all know the fish business is 
seldom operating on a normal supply 
of fish. Usually the production is mor•.! 
than the market can immediately con-
sume or it is ·less than a normal mar-
ket can consume. In the first place 
there would be a subnormal price and 
in the second instance there would be 
an abnormal price. Neither ·would 
benefit the dealer or the fishermen. 
Crab Fishermen's Organization 
In San Francisco I dare say 99 pel' 
cent of the fishermen belong to an 
association known as the Crab Fisher-
men's Protective Association. These 
men fish crabs during crab season and 
salmon during salmon season. Tht! 
rock cod fishermen also belong to this 
same organization. 
Stabilization of Prices 
Great satisfaction is had in dealing 
with this organization as to stabilizing 
prices. San Francisco dealers do not 
hesitate to take whatever amount of 
rock cod their markets require as the 
dealers know that their competitor";;: 
cannot buy more cheaply. This does 
not mean the dealers and the associa-
tion get together to see what the tariff 
should be on a certain variety of fish. 
The representative of the dealers and 
the representative of the association do 
agree on what is a fair price for a 
given quantity of fish that is on hand 
and when this price is arrived at all 
dealers pay the same price for th~ 
period covered by the agreement. Thi-; 
prevents exhorbitant profits and by this 
method fishermen are assured a reason-
able price. The same 1lpplies to thf! 
Sacramento Fishermen's Union, which 
is a fishermen's organization on the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers! 
and works out very much the same way 
as the San Francisco organization. For 
example, the prices on the Sacramento 
river for the week commencing De-
cember 2nd, are as follows: 
St. Bass --------------------······--·----
Lge. Bass .. --------------------
Spring Salmon ... 
Fall Salmon 
Dog Salmon -------------------
Carp ---------------····-. 
Catfish ------------------······- ---------------
Pike 
20l' 
15c 
25c 
lOc 
5c 
2c 
_____ 15c 
4c 
CALIFORNIA FISHERIES 
INDEPENDENT AND HONEST 
As the weeks roll by, you folks 'or 
the commercial fisheries world will 
lem11 to appreciate this magazine. 'Ve 
are independent and not dependent up-
on any one person to put us over. 
We may, at times, step on some 
one's toes, but not for a selfish motive. 
We· are not going to soft soap any 
one, v.•hether it means advertising 
space or not. All that we are in-
terested in, is 100 per cent honesty, 
for the benefit of California's fisher-
ies, whether it's the actual fisherman. 
canner or dt•aler. The Golden Rule 
must prevail. 
We are not looldng for scraps and 
hope the day will never come when we 
will be accused of causing trouble 
among any branch of commercial fish-
eries. However, you can rest assured, 
\Ve will leave no stone unturned to 
fight the battles of the industry. 
We shall not beg you to take ad-
vertising space, or even one year's 
subscription to this journal. 1\ferit 
must prevail. You will take it or leave 
it as your conscience dictates. This 
publication just happens to be one of 
the rare good things for the benefit of 
the entire industry and deserves undi-
vided support. 
You can do your part. Why not sit 
right do\vn and write out your check 
for one subscription, or as many as 
you want sent your various custom:-
ers, brokers, etc., or wire what you 
want in the way of advertising and 
will quote you or see you in person. 
Remember, there has not heretofore 
been a medium of understanding of 
those in the industry. This organ wilF 
be the popular voice of opinion and~ 
as sure as the sun shines, will do 
good, and prove its worth a hundred-
fold. 
All of you boys need a popular 
friend now and then. We lrnow of 
many times in the past nine years 
when a little truthful publicity and 
propaganda would have worked won· 
ders. Regardless of what branch of 
the business you are in, you get in 
jams. It is not always your own 
fault. 
1\'lany laws are detrimental to the,--
fisherman, and instead of touching yot{ 
now and th-=n for a donation to fight:~ 
for the cause, we do it without pay;\ 
So don't wait until we actually directly' 
help you before you support us. Now; 
is the time to mali:e us BIG. 
We lrnow practically every person in----
the State connected in any way with 
commercial fishermen. We lmow the· 
rudiments of the game from fishing to 
selling. 
We do not sit on our past. We do:' 
not intend to use scissors and steaL< 
someone else's stuff, only when i6 
concerns a progress interesting to us. 
You will get the low-do1vn, in plain 
off-the-bat language. 
What more could you ask and how? 
We hope you give us a break and, 
"say it with a check." 
Because they contain more meat 
than the eastern variety California: 
lobsters are better. They are fresher;>: 
more juicy, and sweeter. What is bet.} 
ter than a California lobster, a la Ital~r: 
ian ? Write for recipe. Enclose your'/ 
priv"ate address and this publicationf 
will be glad to explain in detail how< 
to put on this fancy lobster dish. You 
don't need a couple of blondes-just, 
one. Remember, llyou aint seen noth·{ 
ing yet!" ' 
FRANK VAN CAMP, Pres. 
THE VAN CAMP SEA FOOD CO. INC. 
Pacl\ers of 
THAT FAMOUS "WHITE STAR TUNA" 
And Various Other California Sea Foods 
Home Office-Terminal Island, Calif. 
GEORGE F. NAYLOR 
-- SEA FOOD BROKER --
If you need relinble, energetic represenlntion by nil menns tnke 
the mnttcl' up with me 
Telephone Mutual 7908. 847 Traction Ave. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
WREDEN 
4 
.... a name linkeli up with over thirty years of Lo~ 
Angeles FISH, P 0 U L T R Y and MEAT HIS-
. a name that stahds QUALITY-HIGH with a rna· 
jority of leading hotels and retaurants of South-
ern California. 
. a name upon which hundreds of equally discrim-
inating smaller hotels and restaurants depend 
daily for meats that NEVER vary in quality-
delivered by a 40-truck Fast-Service that NEVER 
slips up . 
. a name surrounded by a great organization which 
understands EVERY requirement of the vast 
hotel and restaurant trade it faithfully serves. 
Wreden Packing & Provision Company 
Main Plant and Offices 
129 South Main Street Phone MUtual 4351 
Los Angeles 
M. N. BLUMENTHAL 
SEA FOOD BROKER 
Fresh, Frozen and Salted Fisb, Fillets, Shrimps, Crabs, 
Specialties and Red Cross Oysters 
If you want a Square Deal and Energetic Representation 
write me 
Telephone Faber 2808 
405 Stanford Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 
MARINE FISH COMPANY 
We nrc Lnrgc BuyCTs of All Kinds of Senfooda. Quote us Volume. 
We opernte l:l Stock Trucks col·edng nil of Los Angeles Count)·. 
Telephone Tdnity 5371. 1214. Produce St., Los Angeles, Cnlif. 
I E. Sll'tlON S. BAimR CENTHAL FISH AND OYSTER CO. - WHOLESALE DEALERS -PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-We buy nil kinds of Fish, espec-inlly Cnrp, Blnclt Cod, Mullets White Fish, Rock Cod, Hnlibut, Snlmon nnd Spcclnltics. Tel. Vnndikc 37-10. 1012-H So. Ccntrnl Ave., Los Angeles, Cnlif. 
Young's Market Company 
Wholesale Fish Division 
Los Angeles 
Attention Producers: Quote us fresh fish and 1
1
· 
specialties , 
j410 ToW11e Ave. Phone M~tropolitan 63661 
Harbor Fish Company 
Fresh, Salted, Smoked and Canned Sea Foods 
All V m·ieties of Shell Fish, Game and Oysters 
'Vholesale and Commission Merchants 
PRODUCERS, TAI\E NOTE:-Quote us on all kinds 
Fresh Fish and Specialties 
631-633 Central Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 
Phones TR. 6259, TR. 62!l0 
!VI. H. ISENBERG 
FORMEULY ZAISEU PRODUCE CO . 
PRODUCERS: Plensc quote 1111 on Cnrp, Bluelr Cod, Mullets, \Vhite 
F;.sb, S!lckers, Roelt Cod, H!tlihllt, Snlmon 1111(1 SIJCciulties. 
Telephone \Vestmore 32(i:l. 1812 Soutl1 Central Ave. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
LOS ANGELES 
FISH & OYSTER 
COMPANY 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
"Distributors of the Best" 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked 
Fish 
Producers, Shippers and Wholesalers 
Specialties in Season 
[__ 
HOME OFFICE-739 KOHLER STREET 
Telephone Trinity 5031 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Branch, San Pedro. Telephone S20 
I 
I 
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SALESMANSHIP 
By DAVE C. JAGERS 
To be successful in the retail fish 
business, there are several things to be 
considered. 
The first and greatest of these is to 
have a pleasing and appetizing dis-
play of fish. Have them arranged, 
each ldnd separate and placed, not 
in a promiscuous heap, as most retail-
ers do,but in an orderly way so that 
the entire fish, if whole ones, can be 
seen. If fillet, or sliced fish, have them 
arranged and displayed in neat piles 
that do not show the rough edges of 
the fish. Each kind of fish should 
be fixed so that it is entirely separate 
from the others of the display. To 
have this outlined with green parsley 
adds to the beauty of the article and 
causes favorable comment from the 
prospective buyers. 
But alas, so many of the men oper-
ating retail fiish markets will go to 
the little added expense of maldng 
their cases attractive; however, much 
the attractiveness of the case may lure 
the customers, to my mind the one 
great asset of a retail fisherman is 
"COURTESY." 
Pays to Be Neat 
To surely ldll all chance of sale let 
a clerk, to whom a razor has been un-
known and a comb an unheard of ar-
ticle, step forward, with a cigarette 
hanging from one comer of his mouth 
and in a surly tone say, "Well, watcher 
Want?" If the prospective customer 
can possibly move on, he or she will 
do so, if he or she is not too fright-
ened to move, or he or she may, to 
appease the wrath of the "Spring 
Street gent," buy something and then 
hastily go away, vowing "never again 
that place for me." 
Courtesy is such a small inexpensive 
thing to the giver, but it is regarded 
sO highly by. the !'eceiver. Only re-
cently that was illustrated in my own 
case. An elderly couple carne up and 
were asldng if it would be possible 
to get some article at a future date. 
I gladly answered all their questions 
and l'eceived a very neat order for 
later delivery, they paying a goodly de-
posit on it. Then the gentleman sur-
prised and pleased me by saying he 
was more than glad that he had come 
in, as the courtesy he had received 
made the giving of the order a privi-
lege and a pleasure. 
Neatness of appearance is a big 
thing, but again, in comes that boss 
who can not see the good of money,. 
spent on uniforms for his help. 
Retail fishermen as a rule are not 
over particular as to appearance, still 
this should be one of their greatest 
assets. 
Eley's Editorial 
Mr. Eley, in his editorial in the ini-
tial issue of this magazine says, "That 
55% of the people use less than five 
pounds of fish per year." To thes8 
transients, who have no idea of buy-
ing fish, or who never think of it, the 
neat appearing case and the neat cour-
teous clerk can make Of them regular 
buyers. For fish, more than any other 
article of food, is sold by suggestion. 
That is, the seeing of the article sug-
gests buying. 
One thing which is a big drawback 
to the retail fish business is that so 
many meat dealel's are handling fish 
in small lots. This small lot pur-
chased by a meat butcher is stuck 
back in some almost unseen hole, for-
gotten unless someone asks for fish, 
then it is resurrected and brought out 
in all its three or four days' old glory 
and the result? One more family's ap-
petite spoiled for fish. 
Should Take More Interest 
The average meat butcher despises to 
handle fish and the result is that when 
he does sell it, it is not fixed and pre-
pared in the nice way. I suggest the 
boss of each butcher shop take more 
pride in fish, and drill their employees 
to take pains. By above methods the 
retail business can be increased. 
THE WHOLE THING IN A NUT-
SHELL: 
So, to sum it all up, a successful 
retail fish business must have: 
A neat and tastily arranged display; 
Courtesy to customers; 
Neatness in appearance. 
How to Cook Lobsters 
Successfully 
The following method chosen from 
ten tests conducted recently, was sub-
mitted by John Leach, proprietor Pike 
and Pier Fish Marll:et, Long Beach, 
California: 
Practically every wholesale and re-
tail fish market, of any consequence, 
handles live lobster, providing they 
are located within shipping radius of 
point of production, and we dare say 
there is not one in ten that really has 
a: system. Some places the writer vis-
ited had no idea o£ the correct tim8 
required nor the amount of Fahren-
heit to cook a perfect lobster. Now, 
according to lVIr. Leach, and he should 
know-
Uses clean pure water. Add thre~~:.E ~i}i: 
per cent salt. Have the brine wate~: ~ 
come to a quick boil, then dump livef~l 
(positively live) lobsters in the conf.;~~· 
tainer. Wheri brine water again comesit J 
to a boil, time a;:; follows, 15 to 20;~­
minutes required to cook 1 pound to;t-J· 
2% pounds of lobsterj 20 to 25 min.:j~@: 
utes on larger sizes. When cooked,!~~ 
take out of boiling water quickly, and>£ 
submerge in cold water, leaving theni/" 
in water until cool. Take out and3 ~ 
pack in boxes and display. ;;ft 
v 
Remember, a hot fire is essential;-· f 
Fast coo1dng prevents shrinkage. AI-·'> 
ways cover container while cooking.\~ 
Then by emerging into cold water, th•l< V' 
cooked lobsters take on weight anU:f ~ 
the natural juices are sealed within K·~ 
~:~~n w~~=-ng in contact from hot tot i 
On all tests we found the above waalH 
more successful, for shrinkage aver-~.?· f 
aged about 14 per cent, the quality:) 
more firm, and flavor perfect. If cook-.:1; 
eel longer, there is greater shrinlmge,-::· 
and the meat is dry, with quality not:~~ 
as good. Rinsing in cold water wash-:::: f. 
es off all foreign matter and leavesj; 
the lobsters in a clean presentable:+" 
condition. You always get better re.- ~, 
suits timing your cooldng, so get the :r ff 
habit right now by purchasing a 98-
cent alarm clock. 
Standard Fisheries Increases 
Business 100 Percent 
(Continued from Page 12) 
above all, plenty of money for enter-
prising, souml, business adventures. 
While it has been very hard to work 
out a. plan for cooperative marketing 
among we San Pedro wholesale fish 
dealers, however, we have not given 
up hope for a secure plan of better 
merchandising, along >Yith collective 
advertising. I£ the above things come 
to pass, the consumer will l'eceive bet .. 
ter and cheaper fish. 
Prices of Fish High 
uFish being highly perishable, and on 
the same basis as fresh fruits and 
vegetables, it is very importanl. that 
stocks tum over fast. Our sole desiru 
is to turn our stocks over as fast as 
possible in order to save our cnstomerR 
the added costs as well as the possi-
bility of stUle merchandise. 
Fresh Fish Buyers Note 
uRegardless of whether you run a 
grocery store, fish market, butcher shop 
or cafe, you will always find our prices 
consistent with our object to satisfy 
your most exacting demands." 
You cannot afford to miss an op-
portunity of reading the Fresh Fish 
Number of Friday, Dec. 21, 1928. 
VAN CAMP 
ORGANIZATIONS 
SanPedro SanDiego 
Los Angeles 
, ........ 
Wholesalers 
of all varieties of 
FISH and SEA FOODS 
-HOME OFFICE-
San Pedro California 
~~-~ -~----"--~~ l John htnnd:·Mnnagcr Established 1897 
I We ship standing 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Orders all overT exas, 
California, Arizona 
Nevada, New Mexico, !I 
Etc. 
NOTE: 'Ve nrc lnrge ,1 
buyers of 11ll kinds or I 
Fresh Fish ami Spec· I 
inltics. P 1 e as c ttuote 
us on volume. 
I Producers, Packers and Shippers of all Kinds 
1 FRESH, SALTED and SMOKED FISH 
I 
ofj 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, CRABS 
I 
Standard Fisheries Company I 
Phone San Pedro 5 Municipal Fish Wharf-San Pedro l 
""--""- "- "-- ____ _j 
Y. KAMIYA, Mgr. Est. lalO 
Central Fish Company 
Shippers of all kinds of Southern California Fresh Fish. 
Depend on us to supply your wants regardless of the 
quantity . 
iiiAINTAINING JAPANESH SHIPPING DEPARTiliENT 
"Standing Orders" 
Tel. 834, Care MunicitJal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Vincent Di Meglio Annie Di 1\leglio 
Ocean Fish Company 
Established 1897 
Fresh Fish, Oysters and Lobsters 
Also all ldnds Southern California Fresh Fish 
'Vire for Quotations 
Mnrket Phone 229 Residence Phone 159ti 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, California 
We Handle Nothing But the Best 
At Lowest Prices. Good, Fresh Fish Products of all 
kinds, at all times. Send us your standing order 
"If It Swims We Have it" 
Pacific Coast Fish Company 
and NAKAHARA COMPANY 
Ship Chandlery and Supplies 
Phones: 907 and 908 P. 0. Box 267 
Municipal Fish 'Vharf, San Pedro, Ca1if. 
Cable Address, "Mutual" 
Bentley's Complete Phrase 
Mutual 
Fish Company 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Wholesale Fresh Fish Dealers 
Import- Export- All kinds of marine products 
Pacl-;ers of 
"Pampco" Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
Geo. T. Ota, Manager 
Telegraph "Mutual" for your fish requirements 
When answering Advertisements plen.'lc mention CALIFORNIA FISHERIES 
The Iceless Refrigerator 
Car 
(Continued from Page 6) 
The condenser is of the air-cooled 
type and consists of a series of pipes 
mounted on the roof of the car and 
protected ~from the direct rays of th0 
sun by a covering, which at the same 
time pe1·mits free circulation of air 
over the condenser. 
The two sections of the absorber are 
placed at one end of the car and out-
side of the insulated body. The groups 
of vertical tubes containing the silica 
gel are placed in insulated fireproof 
casings provided at the top with ven-
tilators to give a rapid upward move-
ment of air, or products of combus 
tion, from the gas burners. The burn-
ers which furnish the heat for activat-
ing the silica gel are placed below the 
tubes. The float valve is mounted in 
front of the nbsorber and the two mcm-
ifolds containing the check valves ar~ 
just above the float valve. The ;fuel 
for heating is carried in tanli:s Ruspend-
ed under the car body, and is fed to 
the burners at reduced pressure 
through a pressure regulator. 
This arrangement is based on fo.i·tr 
~rears experience with the Pintsch C'om-
pressed gas system for lighting passen-
ger coaches. 
The operation of the system is ef-
fected by lighting and extinguishing 
the burners alternately and at the 
proper intervals. This is accomplished 
by a device operated by pressure ob-
tained from the fuel, and is indicated 
in the drawing showing the arrange-
ment of the apparatus, as mounted be-
low the float valve. This device op-
erates at a slow but definite .speed 
and admits gas to the burners for fixed 
periods and at definite intervals. Tho3 
gas is ignited at the burners from a 
small pilot flame which burns con-
tinuously. 
The period of heating is about 30 
minutes duration and the interval be-
tween successive heating periods is 
about two and a half hours for normal 
operation. Each absOl'ber section is, 
therefore, heated for 30 minutes every 
5 hours and is absorbing sulphur di-
oxide vapor and producing refrigera-
tion for about four and a half hours. 
Thermostat Control 
For purposes of controlling the tem-
perature in the car, a thermostat iR 
used with its temperature-responsive 
bulb placed within the car. The powef 
element is shown beside the timing de-
vice and operates a valve controlling 
the flow of gas to the timing device. 
When the car temperature :falls to the 
point for which the thermostat has 
been set, the thermostat interrupts the 
flow of gas to the timing device, stop-
ping the latter, and thus suspending 
the operation of the apparatus. When 
the car temperature rises above th8 
thermostat setting, gas is permitted to 
flow again to the timing device, and 
operation is thus resumed. In this 
manner the car is kept at any desired 
Photo demon-
strates simp I e 
<lJlpliance nece,:;-
sary to operate 
Silica-Gel Refdg-
erator Fish Car 
';,;,":: 
----------- ., ~~-
temperature, and the refrigerating ef 
feet is produced automatically varyinl 
with changing atmospheric' tempera 
ture. 
The relative compactness of ~he sil 
ica gel apparatus permits increasin! 
the lading space about 10 per cent 
The absorber occupies a space equival. 
ent to that occupied by an ice bunk. 
er at only one end of the car. All oj 
the space at the opposite end is avail-
able for lading. As the evaporator iE 
placed above the lading and spans the 
entire length of the car, cooling is not 
dependent on the longitudinal circula-
tion of the air and the height of the 
load may thus be materially increased. 
In the case of the iced refrigerator 
car, no control of the temperature is 
possible, aside from adding salt to the' 
ice, when a somewhat lower tempera-
ture is obtained. Setting the thermo.., 
stat of the silica gel system to the de:. 
sired temperature, automatically holds' 
the car to within a few degrees or 
this temperature. Thus, whether 20· 
degrees is desired for a shipment of 
frozen fish, or 40 degrees for canta~ 
loupes, a simple adjustment, guided by' 
a pointer on a temperature scale, is 
all that is required. 
Tests have shown that the tempera-·' 
ture variation throughout the length·; 
of the car is not more than two or 
three degrees. In the case of an iced 
car with end bunkers, the tempe!ature 
at the center of the car is always sev-
eral degrees higher than that at the 
ends. The overhead arrangement of 
the evaporator in this new car malms· 
possible an increase in the length of; 
cars without affecting the uniformitJr:;. 
of ternJ?erature. 
The fuel tanks with which the car:· 
is equipped have storage capacity for.~: 
sufficient fuel to maintain operation·_,:· 
for seven or eight days under summer, 
conditions and ten or twelve days with\· 
moderate outside temperatures. ThE( 
car is precooled in from eight to ten;::· 
hours. 'Within a short while our read-':, 
ers will see many of these cars devot-<· 
ed to the hauling of fish. Exclusive·.:~ 
rights to use iceless refrigerator cars 
for the transportation of fish and sea . 
foods are controlled by the 
Coast Fisheries corporation of 
York, 16 Exchange Place, New 
City, largest producers and di,;tr'ibiltr>rs.J§ 
•:.···' ·~ " 
"' '',,: 
EST. 1896 
A. K. KOULOURIS 
t'i"-"u'~"' sea food brokerage firm in So. Calif. 
Sole distributors Nordic Fillet 
Handling all classes of fish and specialties 
TELEPHONE VAN DYKE 3067 
E. 4th St. Los Angeles, Calif. 
